
CLI E NT CASE 

The benefits of simulations
The purpose of any simulation is to let you experiment
with reality – without ruining your business. A simulation
imitates a system, like a business, in such a way that you
can try out different strategies and working practices:
“What would happen if...?”

As a learning tool, simulations have become popular.
But for good reasons, there has been a growing skepti-
cism about their actual value. Too often, simulations fail
to deliver the results for the simple fact that they don’t
credibly translate to real life. It pays off to evaluate
simulations wisely – and to watch out for pretenders.
For more on quality assessment of simulations, see the
Celemi website at www.celemi.com.

Competence development
that boosts performance at Ping An

LEADING INSURANCE COMPANY IN CHINA

Established in 1988, Ping An was the first
shareholding insurance company in China. Among
its major shareholders are Hong-kong Shanghai
Banking Corporation (HSBC), Morgan Stanley and
The Goldman Sachs Group. Today, Ping An is the
second largest insurance company in the Chinese
market, with 230,000 employees and agents offering
a full range of insurance services to its clients.

A corporate university
Having highly competent and professional people on
board is one of the key success factors in today’s market-
place. Continuous competence development and training
have become important strategic tools. Large organiza-
tions around the world establish corporate universities to
enhance capabilities and boost performance.

Launched two years ago, Ping An University was the first
corporate university in the Chinese insurance industry.
It was established to provide internal management
training to further develop the business skills of managers
and to increase their value contribution in the organiza-
tion.
The long-term goal is to open the university externally to
the Chinese insurance industry as well as to clients.

For the university to be successful, the quality and
efficiency of their training was critical. Early on Ping An
resolved to go beyond traditional lectures and offer
business simulations. They strongly believe in people
meeting face-to-face and learning together, and therefore
are restrictive about the use of e-learning solutions.
Ping An University decided to introduce board-based
business simulations as a new learning method that would
enable teamwork, discussions, creative thinking, and a
safe environment for trial-and-error.  After a thorough
evaluation process of potential new partners, last year
Ping An chose Celemi to establish a partnership.
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The business simulations at Ping An

LIVON™ – DIFFERENTIATE OR DIE

Discover what it takes to be “glocal”: to adapt
a global corporate strategy to local market
conditions. Step into the shoes of a retailer and
compete for customers in a growing market.
The overriding challenge is to build and retain
a profitable customer base by deciding on a
market position and capturing it in the most
cost-effective way.

DECISION BASE™ – PULLING IN THE SAME DIRECTION

Experience the strategic business and financial
fundamentals of navigating a capital-intensive
company over a ten-year period. Competition is
harsh and the marketplace is rapidly changing.
The overriding challenge is to make the right
investments at the right time – and to get the
required return.

TANGO – BUSINESS FROM KNOWLEDGE

Learn about the business drivers and critical
success factors of a knowledge-intensive
organization. Compete for clients and people in
a rapidly changing marketplace. The overriding
challenge is to develop both intangible and
tangible assets, and secure the long-term return
of the company.

APPLES & ORANGES™ – CREATING VALUE
IN YOUR BUSINESS

Develop a real understanding of business
finance to increase the ability to use time and
money where they do the most good. The
overriding challenge is to build productivity and
profitability to meet tough demands from all
stakeholders.

Rated number one
Last year, 500 managers at Ping An participated in the
Celemi simulations, and in 2003 an estimated 700
managers will attend the seminars.  The results this far
have been great. “Recently, an internal survey among all
departments showed that the university was rated number
one in terms of customer satisfaction”, says Chris Lin,
Vice Director at Ping An University. After experiencing
the simulations once, people want to come back for
more. “The Celemi learning methodology is interesting
and appealing: to sit down and think, discuss, plan, play
and compete as you learn. I think it’s a very effective way
of learning”, continues Mr Lin. Through the training
participants are building relations that continue beyond
the seminars. There is a lot more cross-functional
cooperation and knowledge-sharing in the company
today. In addition, the simulations support the facilitators
in providing a great learning experience, and this boosts
confidence and supports personal development. Going
forward, further evaluations will be made in the organi-
zation in terms of improved business performance.

Learning as a marketing tool
After the success internally, the plan is to offer training
to Ping An clients in 2003. Initially, ten clients with
about 250 managers will be invited to go through the
simulations. Using learning as a method to build client
relations and add value is a great marketing tool. This
is an area where Celemi has a lot of experience in
helping clients, such as developing learning tools for
product launches in the pharmaceutical industry.

Management training and facilitation
From June 2002, activities moved forward at a rapid
pace. The next month in Shanghai, the university held a
seminar for a selection of managers to demonstrate the
simulations and to market its services internally. This was
followed by a Discovery session in August, where
additional managers had an opportunity to experience
the new learning method.

To start off with, Ping An University targeted 2,000
managers and included four of the Celemi simulations.
Being an organization with many local units that are
managed within a corporate framework, Livon™ was a
natural first step, letting managers explore and discover
what it takes to be “glocal”. Decision Base™ allowed
people to experience all the strategic business fundamentals
of running a company. Through Tango further insights
were reached about critical success factors in running a
knowledge organization such as Ping An. In addition,
Apples & Oranges™ has been offered by the university
with the purpose of helping managers provide their
co-workers with a big picture understanding of the business.
All seminars are being held in Mandarin, and the Celemi
simulations have been translated – a process that has
been carefully managed to secure the learning concept.

The internal Ping An team of facilitators quickly got up
to speed after going through the Celemi Accreditation
Program, which has been designed to secure high quality
deliveries. Becoming a facilitator at the university has
generated a lot of interest, and in sharp competition a
group of ten people was selected in dialogue with Celemi.

A prosperous partnership
Ping An sees Celemi as a dedicated partner with local
presence through its office in Shanghai. Celemi provides
continuous support and consulting to help the university
increase the value of its offerings. One example is by
securing a logical learning flow throughout the whole
management program, which includes additional modules
to the simulations. Celemi is also a discussion partner for
customizing the facilitation of the seminars
to the specific needs of Ping An.

Going into the future, Ping An University and Celemi will
continue to work closely together. Additional simulations
will be offered and translated into Mandarin, meeting the
growing demand internally and externally.

Celemi – well-known in China

Celemi is a widely recognized
company in China. Contributing to
this is Asia’s 2001 “CFO of the Year”
Mrs. Han Ying of AsiaInfo. She has great
experience and knowledge of Celemi’s
learning methods, which she promotes
to CFOs of large Chinese organizations.

Motorola, Hewlett-Packard, Ericsson and
Siemens are examples of other
organizations using Celemi simulations
in different management training programs
in China.
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